
Spaghetti in a Hot Dog Bun

Maria Dismondy

Lucy's grandpa has always taught her the

importance of treating others the way you

would want to be treated, and that it's okay

to be different. When Lucy's classmate

Ralph starts teasing her at school, Lucy

makes a very courageous decision to

stand up for herself and what she believes.

P
DISM, M Llama Llama and the Bully Goat

Anna Dewdney

Following their teacher's lead, Llama Llama

speaks to Gilroy Goat and tells him he should

not act like a bully on the playground.

P
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Stick and Stone

Beth Ferry

Stick and Stone are both lonely until Pinecone's

teasing causes one to stick up for the other, and

a solid friendship is formed.
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One

Kathryn Otoshi

A number/color book reminding us that

it just takes one to make everyone

count.
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Big Red and the Little Bitty Wolf

Jennie Franz Ransom

Big Red Riding Hood has been bullying

Little Bitty Wolf since she moved into the

neighborhood and his parents' advice does not

help, but their school counselor, Mr. Know-It-

Owl, makes a comment that just might set

things right.

P
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Can U Save the Day?

Shannon Stocker

B picks on the vowels, because their

numbers are so small, while other

consonants laugh, but when the vowels

disappear one by one, only U can set

things right.
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The Juice Box Bully

Robert Sornson

When Pete starts at a new school, he soon

finds out that being a bystander to bad

behavior is not tolerated.

POR
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Codzilla

David Zelster

Bertie, a giant codfish, is tired of being

bullied about his size, but when the other

fish at school start calling him Codzilla, it

really hurts. Being big isn't easy, but

when a shark comes around with his

mouth wide open, Bertie becomes

everyone's hero.

P
ZELS, D

Parents Corner Topics:

Bullying

http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&cn=699574
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&cn=348293
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&cn=646620
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&cn=219424
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&cn=554703
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&cn=793015
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&cn=641315
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&cn=773013
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Posted

John David Anderson

When cell phones are banned at their school,

students start communicating through sticky

notes left all over the school, triggering a

wave of bullying activities in the wake of a

new girl's arrival.

J
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Each Kindness

Jacqueline Woodson

When Ms. Albert teaches a lesson on

kindness, Chloe realizes that she and her

friends have been wrong in making fun of

new student Maya's shabby clothes and

refusing to play with her.

POR
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Save Me a Seat

Sarah Weeks & Gita Varadarajan

Ravi has just moved to the United States from

India and has always been at the top of his

class; Joe has lived in the same town his whole

life and has learning problems--but when their

lives intersect in the first week of fifth grade

they are brought together by a common enemy

(the biggest bully in their class) and the need to

take control of their lives.

J
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What To Do If You Are Bullied

Addy Ferguson

Aimed at readers who are dealing

with bullying. Chapters focus on defining,

reassuring, helping kids get the bully to stop,

and rebuilding self-esteem. Readers will be

provided with tips on creating a respectful

bully-free environment to their school.

J 302.343 
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Emily is Being Bullied, What Can She

Do?

Helen Cowie

This guide for children ages seven through

eleven helps children, parents, teachers, and

other professionals discuss bullying together. It

is based on the latest research and practice in

anti-bullying interventions and portrays different

perspectives - the child being bullied, the child

doing the bullying, and the bystanders.

You, Me, and Empathy

Jayneen Sanders

This charming story uses verse, beautiful

illustrations and a little person called Quinn to

model the meaning of empathy.

PT P
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(PC)

MORE BOOKS ABOUT BULLYING:
Eddie the Bully  I  P Cole

The Tale of Sir Dragon  I  P Pendziwol

EllRay Jakes the Dragon Slayer  I  YF Warner

Blubber  I  J Blume

Restart  I  J Korman

Wonder  I  J Palacio

Brave  I  JGN Chmakova
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